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Examiner’s work

– Read and understand: 

– Patent applications

– Invention disclosures

– Plan search strategy:

– Define essential elements

– Prioritise and rank keywords

– Choose databases, assess possibilities

– Carry out culling:

– See and choose closest prior art

– Report:

– Write written opinion or the like



Search – keywords/classes

– Search statement

– Keywords: Priority and rank

– First preliminary search

– Iterative improvements 

– Classes come for free

– Synonyms/Analogies/Languages

– Class/class – keyword/keyword – class/keyword – keyword/class

– Fulltext, English, German, French, Spanish

– Alternative approaches:

– Japanese classes

– Manual Codes of Derwent’s WPI



Internal/Viewer



Internal/Viewer #2



ISO 9001:2008 - What’s ISO and what’s not:

Is:

– Total production: procedures, guidelines

– Organisation, structure

Is not:

– Intranet, information resource manuals

– Database factsheets

– Descriptions of syntax for each patent information system

– Misc. scripts, help programs and their use

– Resource planning system

– (Links to) external products that we use

– In-house sharing of knowledge



Examples of earlier architecture

– Please do not try to read from the screenshot below

– Extremely high number of entry points

– Vague grouping of information

– Links forming sort of a HTML macro-molecule

– Extremely high number of internal pages

– Low searchability



Guidelines for reform process

– Information resource manuals should be created by those who use it a lot

– Reform should be enabled fast – a total of half a year was allocated for the 
project

– The system should not be too big

– There was a limit of 300 man-hours on the budget for this

– Searchability should be high

– Maintenance should be easy

– In the future, the editor job should be easily transferred



Motivation for the reform

– Efficiency

– The system should be handy and easy to use

– Low learning curve

– Joy of work

– Easily overviewed manuals

– Removal of doubt about when the job is good enough

– Clear criteria for when to stop a search



The biggest hurdle: Choice of main chapters

– Preparation

– Databases

– Syntax

– Class systems

– Links

– Scripts

– Culling tool, viewer

– Specialty searches

– For future editors

– Feedback, corrections, 
updates

Defining these 10 main chapters was the most time-consuming job

Sorting and writing this was the most easy (and fun) part of the entire 
task



Architectural principles chosen:

– One file - where possible

– No links – a link page instead: If it exists, it’s here

– Maintenance and information for future editors

– Grouping:

1. Search strategy preparation 

2. Databases

3. Syntax

4. Class systems

5. Links

6. Scripts

7. Viewer

8. Specialty search: Structure, Polymer, Sequence

9. Maintenance



Result, outcome

– Search strategy preparation: One file with no links

– Databases: One file with 73 headlines, no links

– Syntax: Grouping of 3 major systems: EPOQUE, Dialog, STN

– Class systems: IPC, ECLA, Derwent MC, F/FI-terms, US-classes

– Links: One page with links, a headline corresponding to each 
sector

– Scripts: 

– Viewer: 

– Specialty search: Structure, Polymer, Sequence

– Maintenance



What would be removed

– We removed:

– Issues that would be more appropriate in Guidelines for 
examination

– Issues that concern how to handle references found

– Material relevant to system maintenance, IT support or the like

– A high volume of small databases with narrow scope

– Our benefits were:

– Clearer criteria for what is a high-quality search

– Better possibilities for concentration on high-output work

– Increased focus on the particular search job

– Vastly increased possibilities for communication of declaring the 
contents of each search



The end result (Front page in Danish)



One example, Databases:



Principle for each piece:

– A minimum of entry-points, One page only 

– One-document only for each piece of manual

– Headlines in the top of each document

– Easily searchable documents, “ctrl+F”

– Controlled branching (minimised)

– Clarity in work processes

– Choose a simple architecture and stick to it

– Ensure a low learning curve



Conclusions

– Analysis: 

Definitions of what is important

– Choice of architecture:

What can we use, what can we build, what can be maintained

– Sorting of material:

Export, delete, write short-hand versions of what we have

– Maintenance:

Easy, low-cost maintenance. The system has proved robust over 
time



Thank you for your attention!

– Questions?


